PLANET SCUBA
DIVE INTO OUR UNIVERSE
We invite you to join us on one of our exciting group, instructor escorted trips!

SUMMER GET-AWAY 2018-COZUMEL
Do your open water certification dives
and/or
Advanced Open Water Program
Dates:
30 JUNE —7 JULY
Dive site profile:
The island of Cozumel is the place of legends. Once an island capital for the eastern Mayan Empire. Cozumel's fame now lays in its diving, restaurants and nightlife. The island is located just off the eastern tip of
the Yucatan peninsula in the Caribbean, and is blessed with a warm equatorial current which helps to support one of the most dramatic coral reefs in the world. Crystalline blue waters, in concert with a shear wall
that extends for miles along the island's western coast, combine to attract divers from around the globe. Cozumel's attributes are undeniable. However, the best part of a trip to Cozumel is that it's a short 3 1/2 hour
direct flight from Denver!

Hotel:
OCCIDENTAL GRAND COZUMEL : All inclusive of transfers, meals and drinks! Located on the
beautiful island of Cozumel, overlooking the Mexican Caribbean Sea is the all-inclusive Occidental Grand
Cozumel. This resort is surrounded by a tropical mangrove, offering a beautiful tropical landscape and perfectly manicured gardens. Occidental Grand Cozumel is about 20 minutes from the international airport and
a 45 minute ferry ride from Playa del Carmen, Mexico. For diving enthusiast, the nearby Palancar Reef is
considered one of the top 5 dive destinations in the world while guest staying seeking rest and relaxation
can bask in the sun on one of the best beaches the island has to offer.
PRICE: $1188 –DIVER (CASH/CHECK) / $863.00– NON-DIVER (CASH/CHECK)
Children under 12-$99.00 (call rob for dive pricing).
Planet Scuba
703 Wilcox Street

A Galaxy of Dive
Adventures

Phone: 303-688-1551 / 303-688-8814 (fax)
e-mail: planet.scuba@earthlink.net

PLANET SCUBA Price Includes:


Pre- trip party



Complimentary reef ecology class & community service program for teens 



7 nights accommodations at The Occidental Grand—ALL INCLUSIVE



 days of 2-tank boat diving with snack / unlimited shore diving



Tanks & Weights



Transfers & Hotel Taxes



Mexico Arrival & Departure Taxes



All inclusive of meals and drinks



25% off rental of BC & Regulator and Digital Camera



NOT Included:
Dive Guide Gratuity
$2.00 per day Marine Park Fee
Baggage Handling
O.W. Certification ($225.00) Advanced Open Water (225.00)
rental gear
AIRFARE—we can help you arrange airfare

Entry Requirements:
Current passport
**Special documentation requirements for children under 18.

Note: A $200 deposit is required to hold your spot. Space is limited. Prices are based on double
occupancy and are subject to change. Single persons may be subject to additional charges. Deposits are non-refundable and used to secure airline seating.
Changes to package and cancellation penalties do exist.
Additional dives are available, please ask Planet Scuba for details.

Children under 12 are complimentary at the hotel. Taxes, Fees & Transfer cost
is $99.00 r.t.
We can arrange diving and dive classes for children over age 10.

Planet Scuba
703 Wilcox Street
Castle Rock, Colorado
80104

A Galaxy of Dive
Adventures

Phone: 303-688-1551 / 303-688-8814 (fax)
e-mail: planet.scuba@earthlink.net
www.planetscuba.biz

